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Abstract

We introduce a detailed annotation scheme for
argument structure constructions (ASCs) along
with a manually annotated ASC treebank. This
treebank encompasses 10,204 sentences from
both first (5,936) and second language English
datasets (1,948 for written; 2,320 for spoken).
We detail the annotation process and evaluate
inter-annotation agreement for overall and each
ASC category.

1 Introduction

The usage-based constructionist approach posits
that language evolves from form-meaning pairings
within linguistic structures. As language learn-
ers are exposed to a variety of inputs and outputs,
they develop constructions of varying complexities
(Goldberg, 2013). Among these, argument struc-
ture constructions (ASCs) represent core sentence
meanings and are essential communication tools
(Goldberg, 1995, 2003, 2009, 2013; Rappaport Ho-
vav and Levin, 1998; O’Connor and Kay, 2003).

In cognitive linguistics, ASCs have played a cen-
tral role in shaping cognition and language learning.
Language learners categorize experience into struc-
tured frames. During this process, ASCs provide a
conceptual framework, especially during the initial
period of interaction with their surroundings. For
example, with a transitive ASC, language learners
can articulate a “conceptual archetype” related to
situations in which a subject affects an object (e.g.,
I kick the ball) (Langacker, 1987). The significance
of ASCs has been further underscored by research
for both first (L1; Cameron-Faulkner et al., 2003;
Goldberg, 2013, 2019; Ninio, 1999) and second lan-
guage (L2; Ellis, 2002; Ellis and Larsen-Freeman,
2009; Ellis and Ferreira-Junior, 2009; Kyle and
Crossley, 2017) learning. Recently, computational
linguists have also been interested in investigating
how well constructional information is learned and
induced by large language models (Dunn, 2017; Li

et al., 2022; Madabushi et al., 2020, 2023; Weiss-
weiler et al., 2023).

In this paper, we introduce an ASC annota-
tion procedure, its accompanying treebank (22,069
ASC tokens), and a supplementary annotation man-
ual (32 pages). Our work includes both L1 and
L2 English datasets, which serves two purposes:
to augment the first version of the ASC treebank
(Kyle and Sung, 2023), and to enable a compre-
hensive analysis across different linguistic contexts.
The inclusion of L2 data is particularly helpful for
researchers in the field of L2 acquisition (e.g., Kyle
et al., 2021) and for developers of automatic writ-
ing evaluation systems used in language proficiency
assessments (e.g., Yancey et al., 2023). Previous
findings have suggested that the accuracy of part-
of-speech and dependency tagging models on L2
datasets improves when these models improves on
L2 datasets when L1 training data is supplemented
with even relatively small amounts of L2 data (e.g.,
Kyle et al., 2022; Sung and Shin, 2023).

This dataset is expected to be instrumental in the
evaluation and enhancement of tools for linguistic
feature analysis, particularly for ASC-related sta-
tistical measures, such as the association strength
between verbs and ASCs (Gries and Ellis, 2015;
Kyle, 2016). Additionally, the dataset would offer
opportunities for investigating how large language
models process ASCs within both L1 and L2 con-
texts.

2 Related Work

Research into ASC annotation has been limited.
Some pioneering efforts have focused on specific
ASC types, such as a caused-motion ASC (Hwang,
2014) or ASCs with light verbs (e.g., take, make)
(Bonial, 2014). Recently, Kyle and Sung (2023)
developed a publicly available silver-annotated tree-
bank of ASCs based on previous related projects
such as PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), FrameNet
(Fillmore et al., 2003), VerbNet (Schuler, 2005)
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and Universal PropBank (UP) for multilingual se-
mantic role labeling (Akbik et al., 2015). Using
a semi-automatic approach, they extracted large-
grained semantic role frames from PropBank (e.g.,
ARG0-Verbsense-ARG1) then refined them (e.g.,
agent-Verbsense-theme) using PropBank mapping
protocols with FrameNet and VerbNet databases.
They then manually assigned each semantic role
frame to an ASC (e.g., agent-Verbsense-theme →
Transitive simple ASC). After resolving ambigu-
ities and conducting spot-checks for errors, they
categorized 94.1% of the ASCs (n = 26,437)1 in
the English Web treebank (EWT) (Bies et al., 2012;
Silveira et al., 2014). The reliability of the semi-
automatic annotation was preliminarily evaluated
using a small sample of manually annotated sen-
tences (n = 100) from the treebank. The results
suggested that the semi-automatic approach was
reasonable, but far from perfect (simple agree-
ment rate = 92.1%, kappa = .884). While this
approach presents an initial effort in building the
silver-standard ASC treebank, the accuracy of their
semi-automatic approach is still unclear.

Beyond annotations, researchers have explored
the relationship between ASCs and language learn-
ing or understanding (recently processed by large
language models) in various ways. These include
psycholinguistic experiments (Bencini and Gold-
berg, 2000; Li et al., 2022), manual extractions
based on researchers’ judgments (Ellis and Ferreira-
Junior, 2009), automatic extractions that leverage
the syntactic forms of the ASCs (using automatic
dependency annotations) (Kyle and Crossley, 2017;
Hwang and Kim, 2023). Furthermore, some studies
delved into broader linguistic constructions, iden-
tifying them through unsupervised approach that
leverage statistical association measures (Dunn,
2017; Madabushi et al., 2020).

3 Annotation Scheme

In the development of the annotation scheme, we
first address two important levels of linguistic an-
notation (Nivre et al., 2004). The first level is se-
lecting the annotation unit, and the second level
is choosing the ASC categories to be employed
during the annotation process.

1For a detailed representation of ASCs in the treebank,
including the frequencies and the most frequent verbs of each
ASC, see Kyle and Sung, 2023, p. 54, Table 1).

Figure 1: Example of annotation unit. In visual repre-
sentations, a solid line denotes an ASC span in a finite
clause form, while a dashed line indicates an ASC span
in a non-finite form.

3.1 Analysis unit and basic principles
The unit of analysis is centered on the ASCs, which
built upon arguments interpreted by specific seman-
tic roles, specifying Who did What to Whom (e.g.,
agent, beneficiary, goal, theme)2 in the given con-
text (Goldberg, 1995).

Verbs serve as annotation targets due to their in-
teractions with adjacent arguments (Fillmore, 1968;
Goldberg, 1995). While early studies on ASCs
(e.g., Goldberg, 1995) predominantly discussed fi-
nite clauses as ASCs, we encompassed both finite
clauses and/or non-finite clauses. This comprehen-
sive approach ensures every meaning constrained
by an ASC is captured. As a result, some sentences
are parsed into multiple layers which include both
finite and non-finite clauses, with each layer pre-
senting a distinct ASC (Figure 1).

Word order is considered a separate construction
layer. This means we treated different word orders
for the same ASC type (due to pragmatic reasons
like framing a question) as identical3. This ap-
proach aligns with the understanding that ASCs do
not dictate specific word orders (Goldberg, 2019,
p. 39).

3.2 ASC categories
We adopted nine ASC categories. Meanwhile, we
recognize the flexibility in ASC selection (Kyle and
Sung, 2023) and the varying complexity levels in
ASC representation (e.g., focusing solely on light
verb constructions; Bonial, 2014).

Initially, our focus was on seven primary ASCs,
predominantly characterized by active voice as of-
ten outlined in earlier studies (Bencini and Gold-
berg, 2000; Ellis and Ferreira-Junior, 2009; Gold-
berg, 1995; Hwang and Kim, 2023): (1) intransitive
simple (e.g., worked a lot); (2) intransitive motion

2For a comprehensive set of recognized semantic role la-
bels, we refer to Palmer et al., 2011, p. 4.

3For example, we may tag two expressions with different
syntactic frames they wanted the thing and the thing which they
wanted, as TRAN_S, even though the latter has an inverted
object (the thing) due to its relative clause structure.
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(e.g., went out the door); (3) intransitive resultative
(e.g., got healthier); (4) transitive simple (e.g., met
my friends); (5) ditransitive (e.g., told them my
plan); (6) caused-motion (e.g., put the date on the
calendar); (7) transitive resultative (e.g., made me
happy).

In our analysis, we choose to expand our cate-
gory beyond the active voice to comprehensively
account for the ASC types appearing in the data.
As a result, we augmented our category with two
additional constructions: (8) attributive (e.g., be the
first) and (9) passive. Furthermore, we classified
the sentences with middle voice (e.g., the pot broke
on the floor) under our (1) intransitive simple cate-
gory because of its syntactic resemblance. While
our categorization aligns with the goal of this study,
future research may adopt finer-grained approaches
to sub-categorize each voice tag. Different voices
such as active, middle, passive have the potential
to be considered distinct layers (Goldberg, 2013, p.
455). These voices may play an important role in
shaping syntactic/semantic frames, altering dynam-
ics of agency and focus within sentences4.

Table 1 illustrates the nine ASC types included
in this study, with the most prototypical syntac-
tic5 and semantic frame representations. Note that
these frames were not utilized as strict criteria for
annotating ASCs. Instead, they represent typical
or frequently encountered patterns observed during
our annotation process and in comparisons with the
silver ASC treebank. We have compiled a more
comprehensive set of syntactic and semantic frames
in our annotation manual, which served as a de-
tailed reference for the annotators.

4 Datasets

We utilized L1 and L2 English datasets that were
publicly and freely available and are part of Univer-
sal Dependency (UD) projects. Both datasets use

4For example, when a sentence a car hit the man is trans-
formed into the man was hit by a car, the arguments and their
semantic roles remain consistent (car-agent; man-theme), but
only the focus within the statement is shifted. This allows
for ASCs from active voice categories, which have agent and
theme arguments (i.e., transitive simple, ditransitive, cause-
motion, transitive resultative), may have respective passive
counterparts and could potentially be grouped into separate
passive categories. However, in our current categorization, we
have grouped them all under the PASSIVE tag. We acknowl-
edge that this is a methodological decision and that exploring
distinct passive categories for different ASC types could be a
valuable direction for future research.

5Syntactic frames are described by syntactic dependency
tags, drawing upon the tags from the UD project: https:
//universaldependencies.org/u/dep/index.html.

the CoNLL-U format, which presents sentences
vertically with columns detailing morphological
and syntactic attributes. We annotated ASC tags
into the 10th MISC column. Due to limited anno-
tation capacity, we randomly selected a subset of
sentences from L1 and L2 written datasets.

4.1 L1 dataset

Following the related work (Kyle and Sung, 2023),
we continued to use the English portion of the UP
project, which combined the UD version of the
EWT with semantic role labels based on the Prop-
Bank annotation scheme. The original EWT corpus
contains sentences sampled from five web registers:
blogs, newsgroups, emails, reviews, and Yahoo An-
swers. Within the EWT’s total of 16,621 sentences,
we manually tagged 5,936 sentences (104,640 word
tokens).

4.2 L2 dataset

We used both L2 written (ESL-WR) and spoken
(ESL-SP) corpora to cover a broader range of L2
English registers.

4.2.1 L2 written

The ESL-WR dataset (Berzak et al., 2016)
is sourced from the CLC FCE dataset (Yan-
nakoudakis et al., 2011), containing written an-
swers from the Cambridge English exams across
five registers (letter, report, article, composition,
and short story). Extracts in the ESL dataset came
from upper-intermediate English learners represent-
ing 10 different native languages. Of the 5,124 sen-
tences in the original corpus, we manually tagged
1,948 sentences (37,055 word tokens).

4.2.2 L2 spoken

The ESL-SP dataset (Kyle et al., 2022) is de-
rived from sentences randomly sampled from the
NICT JLE (Izumi et al., 2004) corpus. This cor-
pus features transcriptions from oral proficiency
interviews that contained utterances produced by
Japanese English learners. We manually tagged all
2,320 sentences (21,312 word tokens) that have an-
notations with syntactic dependency relation tags
in the corpus.

5 Annotation

The annotation project spanned about 8 months,
from April 2023 to November 2023.
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ASC (tag) Syntactic Frame Semantic Frame
Intransitive simple (INTRAN_S) nsubj-root agent-V
Intransitive motion (INTRAN_MOT) nsubj-root-obl theme-V-goal
Intransitive resultative (INTRAN_RES) nsubj-root-advmod patient-V-goal
Transitive simple (TRAN_S) nsubj-root-obj agent-V-theme
Ditransitive (DITRAN) nsubj-root-iobj-obj agent-V-recipient-theme
Caused-motion (CAUS_MOT) nsubj-root-obj-obl agent-V-theme-destination
Transitive resultative (TRAN_RES) nsubj-root-obj-xcomp agent-V-result-result
Attributive (ATTR) nsubj-cop-root theme-V-attribute
Passive (PASSIVE) nsubj:pass-aux:pass-root theme-aux-Vpassive

Table 1: ASCs representation in treebank

5.1 Annotator training

We enlisted and trained six undergraduate Lin-
guistics majors, all of whom were native English
speakers and had previously undertaken advanced
courses in functional English syntax. These annota-
tors participated in three structured 1-hour training
sessions.

During the initial training session, the annota-
tors were introduced to the overarching theoret-
ical background and objectives, as well as their
expected roles. They were also familiarized with
the data format, tagging schemes, and the proce-
dures for accessing and storing data within a shared
folder. For the annotation process, we utilized stan-
dard text editors (e.g., BBEdit) and/or spreadsheet
software (e.g., Microsoft Excel), which provided a
straightforward interface for manual tagging. In the
subsequent two sessions, they engaged in hands-
on practice with sample sentences, individually
tagging items and discussed any challenges they
encountered. Feedback was provided after each
exercise.

5.2 Annotation process and review

After training, the annotators began remote work,
uploading files to a monitored shared folder. They
also had access to a thoroughly documented web-
page, which was updated regularly by the re-
searchers, and a Discord server for discussing chal-
lenges. Based on these discussions, the tagging
guidelines were frequently updated and eventually
formed the basis of the annotation manual.

While the original L1/L2 datasets, sourced from
the UD project, provided some syntactic cues (e.g.,
nsubj, root) our annotators were not strictly bound
to these existing annotations. In other words, an-
notators had flexibility to rely on the matching pat-
terns between UD tags and ASC categories when

they deemed these reliable. They were also encour-
aged to ignore the UD tags in cases in which the
UD syntactic frame did not align with the ASC’s
semantic arguments.

Each ASC token was primarily tagged by two
randomly assigned annotators through a blind re-
view process. If there was disagreement between
the two annotators, a third annotation was done,
either by one of the undergraduate annotators or
one of the researchers. If disagreement persisted, a
fourth annotator, typically one of the researchers,
tagged the case.

5.3 Annotation summary and evaluation

Inter-annotator agreement during the first round
of annotation was reasonable6 (exact agreement
= 85.7%; kappa = .801; Landis and Koch, 1977).
Table 2 provides the number of annotated ASCs
in each dataset. For a visual representation of an-
notator agreement on each ASC tag, refer to the
confusion matrix depicted in Figure 2.

Tag EWT ESL_WR ESL_SP
INTRAN_S 1,395 662 525
INTRAN_MOT 607 250 240
INTRAN_RES 213 44 23
TRAN_S 6,094 2,488 1,385
DITRAN 285 160 37
CAUS_MOT 766 87 53
TRAN_RES 763 76 16
ATTR 2,539 1,289 760
PASSIVE 1,058 224 50
Total 13,720 5,260 3,089

Table 2: ASCs distribution in treebank

6These figures are slightly lower when misspelled and
missed tags are included (exact agreement = 82.5%, kappa =
.759). These are not represented in the confusion matrix in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Evaluation of inter-annotator agreement

Semi-automatic annotations from the silver
ASC treebank (11,245 ASCs) were also evaluated
against the gold standard. By-tag evaluation scores
are outlined in Table 3.

Tag Count P R F1
INTRAN_S 1,014 .895 .787 .837
INTRAN_MOT 353 .758 .691 .723
INTRAN_RES 124 .861 .649 .740
TRAN_S 5,195 .919 .909 .914
DITRAN 206 .851 .789 .819
CAUS_MOT 517 .807 .776 .791
TRAN_RES 673 .707 .917 .798
ATTR 2,445 .982 .972 .977
PASSIVE 718 .924 .948 .936

Table 3: Evaluation of semi-automatic annotations

5.4 Annotation manual overview

In categorizing ASCs, making informed choices is
important, as often seen in other annotation projects
(Gerdes and Kahane, 2016). Our annotation man-
ual details the “what” and “why” behind the annota-
tors’ choices, providing various exemplar sentences
from the ASC treebank. These highlight various

verb usages in each ASC, associated with syntactic
frames (based on dependency tags) and, for L1 data,
semantic frames (based on semantic role labels).
The manual also addresses challenges in annotating
ASC tags, such as ambiguous cases and complexi-
ties arise from verb-ASC combinations. Through
the manual, we seek to ensure transparency and
consistency in both current and future endeavors.

6 Conclusion

In this study, we introduced a manually anno-
tated ASC treebank, complemented by a detailed
annotation procedure. Access to the ASC tree-
bank and the accompanying annotation manual is
available here: https://osf.io/v75qu/?view_
only=410a39910fd1438bbf1ef0368ce51c3b.

Limitations

The study has limitations that should be addressed
in future work. First, the current ASC treebank is
confined to English, limiting the applicability of
findings to other languages. Second, the tagging
scheme could be refined to capture subtle language
nuances (e.g., PASSIVE tag). Third, expanding the
dataset to include a broader range of genres and
registers would improve the understanding of ASC
patterns.
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